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“[A] stirring song of freedom.” —Nobel Prize laureate Mario Vargas LlosaFrom a renowned
prize-winning Argentinian author comes a historical novel based on the true story of one man’s
faith, spirit, and resistance during the Spanish Inquisition in Latin America.Born in sixteenth-
century Argentina, Francisco Maldonado da Silva is nine years old when he sees his father,
Don Diego, arrested one harrowing afternoon because of his beliefs. Raised in a family
practicing its Jewish faith in secret under the condemning eyes of the Spanish Inquisition,
Francisco embarks on a personal quest that will challenge, enlighten, and forever change
him.He completes his education in a monastery; he reads the Bible; he dreams of reparation;
he dedicates his life to science, developing a humanistic approach and becoming one of the
first accredited medical doctors in Latin America; and most of all, he longs to reconnect with his
father in Lima, Perú, the City of Kings.So begins Francisco’s epic journey to fight for his true
faith, to embrace his past, and to draw from his father’s indomitable strength in the face of
unimaginable persecution. But the arm of the Holy Inquisition is an intractable one. As it
reaches for Francisco, he sheds his mask to defend his freedom. Against seemingly
insurmountable odds, he will prove that while the body can be broken, the spirit fights back,
endures, and survives.

About the AuthorFaouzi Skali, universitaire marocain, docteur d'État en anthropologie,
ethnologie et sciences des religions, est un des plus grands spécialistes mondiaux du
soufisme. Adepte de la même confrérie qu'Eva de Vitray, il dirige les Rencontres du Festival de
Fès des Musiques Sacrées du Monde. Il a été désigné par l'ONU, au titre de l'année 2001
parmi douze personnalités mondiales ayant contribué au dialogue des civilisations. Chez Albin
Michel, il a publié Futuwa. Traité de chevalerie soufie, La Voie soufie et Traces de lumière.
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PRAISE FOR AGAINST THE INQUISITION“[A] stirring song of freedom.”—Nobel Prize
laureate Mario Vargas Llosa“Against the Inquisition delivers a message of solidarity and
respect among human beings. This monumental masterpiece is worth a million speeches and
op-ed pieces. We celebrate its publication in English: may its message of love and freedom
reach the world at large.”—International Raoul Wallenberg Foundation“Against the Inquisition
is one of the greatest novels of the twentieth century. It combines suspenseful storytelling,
poetic beauty, and admirable wisdom. Without straying from the plot, Marcos Aguinis creates
an impressive portrait of the Spanish Inquisition and the colonial society of South America.”—
Lecturalia (Spain)“Against the Inquisition can be read as an exciting historical adventure with a
dramatic ending, as the tale of a marked man who flees from his executioners while staying
true to his beliefs risking torture and death, and also as a bitter testimony of our history that
invites us to reflect. Only through understanding the abominations contained in our past can we
have a future without errors.”—El Mundo (Spain)“This book is a masterpiece that tells the true
story of a South American doctor who struggles to recover his Jewish roots. . . . As the main
character struggles to recover his own identity—and to defend it, even in the face of great
personal danger—the reader is reminded of the importance of fighting for one’s own beliefs, as
the only way to have a truly honorable life. I strongly believe that this book will be a great
contribution against the current rise of anti-Semitism and other forms of bigotry and intolerance
throughout the world.”—Adriana Camisar, special advisor on Latin American affairs, B’nai B’rith
InternationalThis book is a work of fiction. While based on historical events relating to the
Spanish Inquisition, it is not a history.Text copyright © 1991 by Marcos AguinisTranslation
copyright © 2018 by Carolina De RobertisAll rights reserved.No part of this book may be
reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without express written
permission of the publisher.Previously published as La Gesta del Marrano by Plaza & Janes
Editores, S.A. in Argentina in 1991. Translated from the Spanish by Carolina De Robertis. First
published in English by Ebook TopsCrossing in 2018.Published by Ebook TopsCrossing,
SeattleEbook Tops, the Ebook Tops logo, and Ebook TopsCrossing are trademarks of , Inc., or
its affiliates.Cover design by David DrummondTo Francisco Maldonado da Silva, who heroically
defended the arduous right to liberty of conscience.To my father, who enriched my
childhoodwith lively stories and would haveenjoyed this one.ContentsMapBOOK ONE
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—grimy, skin and bones, his wrists and ankles rubbed raw by the shackles—is an ember
burning under rubble. The judges stare at him, vexed: a monstrosity, an utterly intolerable
nuisance.It’s been twelve years since they locked him in secret prisons. They subjected him to



interrogations and privations. They brought in scholars to accost him with loud arguments.
They humiliated and threatened him. But Francisco Maldonado da Silva did not yield: not to
physical pain or to spiritual pressures. Now, the tenacious inquisitors rage and sweat, not
wanting to burn him at the stake until he’s shown remorse or fear.When, six years ago, the
prisoner fasted in a rebellious act that almost dissolved him into a corpse, the inquisitors force-
fed him, gave him wine and pastries, as they couldn’t stand for this worm of a man to steal
from them the power to control his death. Francisco Maldonado da Silva took a long time to
recover, but he succeeded in showing his tormentors that he could suffer no less than a
saint.In his stinking dungeon, the ravaged prisoner often looked back on his odyssey. He was
born in 1592, precisely one century after Jews were expelled from Spain and Columbus
discovered the West Indies. He could still recall the light in the remote oasis of Ibatín, where he
spent his early childhood in a house full of pastel colors and spots of blue. Later, his family
hastily moved to Córdoba, fleeing persecution that would soon catch up with them. They
navigated perilous circumstances: Indians, pumas, thieves, astounding salt flats.When he was
nine years old, his father was arrested one wrenching afternoon. A year later his older brother
was torn from their home. When Francisco turned eleven, his home no longer held any
possessions, as they all had been confiscated and sold at a loss by the relentless authorities.
His mother, defeated, half crazy, surrendered to death.The scarred teenager completed his
education in a monastery; he read the Bible and dreamed of reparations that were as yet
unspeakable. He saved an apoplectic, rode through Córdoba’s magnificent mountains, and
came to know the most absurd flagellations.Before turning eighteen, he decided to head to
Lima to study medicine at the University of San Marcos. There he longed to reconnect with his
father, who was still alive but shattered by the tortures of the Inquisition. He journeyed by
wagon and mule across thousands of kilometers, from the infinite pampas of the south to the
frozen altitudes of the Andes. Along the way he spent time with unexpected travel companions
and made discoveries that changed his own sense of identity. He descended into dazzling
Lima, called the City of Kings, to receive his final revelation. There, in addition to a dramatic
reunion with his father, he met and helped Saint Martín de Porres, the first black saint of the
Americas; took part in the defense of Callao against the Dutch pirate Spilbergen; and
graduated in a radiant ceremony.The persecution that had started in Ibatín and spread to
Córdoba took hold again in Lima. He decided to embark for Chile, an eternal fugitive. There he
won a place as senior surgeon at the Santiago hospital, as he was the first professional with
legitimate credentials to arrive in the land. His personal library surpassed all the existing
collections in monasteries or public spaces in Lima. He visited salons and palaces, rubbed
elbows with civil and religious leaders, and received praise for his cultural refinement. And he
married a beautiful woman. He became successful and esteemed; his well-being repaired the
chain of past suffering.A common man wouldn’t have changed such circumstances. But in his
spirit there shone a stubborn flame, a rebellion that rose from the depths. He knew that other
people like him also roamed the world, keeping their secret beliefs inside. It was difficult,
unsettling, shameful. Against the logic of convenience, he chose to remove his mask and
defend his rights head on.1Half a century before that crucial moment, the Portuguese doctor
Diego Núñez da Silva arrived in the southern oasis of Ibatín. He was born in Lisbon in 1548. As
a boy, he had moments of happiness, but after earning his medical degree, he decided that he
was tired of persecution and obsequiousness. So he fled to Brazil. He wanted to get away from
the endless fires, the vertigo of horrible accusations, the basins of forced baptisms, the torture
chambers, and the Acts of Faith—or sentencing hearings—that were devastating Portugal. On
the way, he delighted in the ocean, enjoying its tempests, which seemed to erase the absurd



storms of humanity. But when he disembarked in Brazil, he learned that it was best to steer
clear of the territory dominated by the Portuguese crown: the local Inquisition was even more
brutal than the one across the sea. So he continued his exhausting, dangerous journey toward
the Viceroyalty of Peru. He arrived in legendary Potosí, where the silver mines were exploited
until their veins showed unmistakable signs of depletion. He found other Portuguese people
who, like him, had fled, and he struck up friendships that would later have terrible
consequences.Eager to practice medicine, he proposed the construction of a hospital for the
native peoples, submitting paperwork at the town council of Cuzco. He did not succeed, as the
Indians’ health was not a matter of official interest. On learning that doctors were needed in the
south, he took to the road again. He journeyed across plateaus, ravines, and spectral deserts
until he reached Ibatín, where he met Aldonza Maldonado, a young woman with sweet eyes
but no fortune. She was beautiful, and a clean-blooded Christian, meaning that she lacked any
Moorish or Jewish roots, but, due to her meager dowry, she couldn’t hope for a favorable
match. She accepted the marriage offer of this mature Portuguese physician, who was poor
and a New Christian (as these converts or children of converts were called), because of his
trustworthy appearance and friendly manner; his boyish bearing and beautiful, carefully
trimmed bronze-colored beard did not escape her feminine eye. The wedding proceedings
were austere, as demanded by the financial circumstances of both bride and groom.Don Diego
felt blessed. He’d offered his services to all of Ibatín and to the scarce populations scattered
through the territory of Tucumán, and had received a good response. He saved enough to build
a home and, as he gazed at the courtyard of his new house made of stone, adobe, and cane
roofing shaped by the Indians’ hands, he felt the urgent need to fulfill a delayed obligation. It
was a hot rectangular courtyard, full of untamed brush, onto which rooms let out on all sides.
He had to change it to reflect what was in his heart.He found out that there was an orange
grove at the Monastery of La Merced. He spoke to the gaunt superior, Brother Antonio Luque.
One chat sufficed to get him the help of a handful of kids, two Indians, and two black men, plus
a collection of saplings. Under his supervision, hoes uprooted the brush, stalks and roots
moaned, vermin fled. Next, picks and shovels removed the dens of viscachas and the eggs of
reptiles. They scraped the damp earth, making grooves through which rainwater could run.
Then they tamped down the dirt until the rectangle was as smooth as the skin of a drum.He
marked twelve points with the tip of his boot and ordered holes dug at each one. He kneeled
and, refusing help, placed each orange tree in its respective place. He pressed the earth
around the slender base of each trunk, emptied buckets as if pouring water for pilgrims, and,
on finishing the task, called out to his wife.Aldonza emerged with curiosity, her hands wrapped
in rosary beads. Her beautiful dark hair reached her shoulders. Her olive skin contrasted with
her blue eyes. She had a round face, like that of a doll, heart-shaped lips, and a small
nose.“What do you think?” he said with pride, gesturing with his chin toward the young trees.
He explained that soon they would offer orange blossoms, fruit, and pleasant shade.He did not
tell her, however, that this splendid courtyard of orange trees was the embodiment of a dream.
It brought to life his nostalgia for remote and idealized Spain, a place his grandparents had
belonged to and that he’d never known.2The sumptuous fronds of the orange orchard were
already housing the raucousness of birds when the couple’s fourth child, Francisco, was born.
His first cry was so intense that there was no need to leave the room to announce his
vigor.Francisco’s three siblings were Diego (who, as the first-born son, bore his father’s name,
which was the custom in Spain and Portugal), Isabel, and Felipa. Diego was ten years older
than the mischievous Francisquito.This family had in their service a couple of black slaves: Luis
and Catalina. Comparatively, owning two slaves was a decisive sign of poverty. Don Diego had



bought them in a sale of faulty merchandise: the man limped, due to a wound inflicted on his
thigh during an escape attempt; the woman was blind in one eye. Both had been captured in
Angola as children. They’d learned basic Spanish, which they mixed with rough expressions in
their native tongue. They also resigned themselves to baptism and the imposition of Christian
names, although secretly they kept on invoking their beloved gods. The lame Luis fashioned a
musical instrument out of a donkey’s jawbone and a small sheep’s bone; he scraped the
jawbone’s teeth with a hypnotic rhythm, as his voice unfurled a melodious drone. The half-blind
Catalina accompanied him by humming, clapping, and sensually moving her whole body.Luis
told Don Diego that he came from a line of witch doctors. The physician recognized his
intelligence, so he taught him how to assist in surgical tasks. This was seen as scandalous in
the prejudiced town of Ibatín. Although some black and mulatto people already worked as
barbers, and therefore performed the common procedure of bloodletting, they were not trusted
to ease a fracture, drain an abscess, or cauterize wounds. Don Diego also placed Luis in
charge of his medical instruments. Luis’s limp did not keep him from following Don Diego
through the streets of Ibatín or across its rocky outskirts, carrying a suitcase over his shoulder
filled with surgical tools, powders, bandages, and salves.Don Diego had acquired the habit of
sitting below his orange trees in a cane chair to enjoy the cool evening air. Francisco himself
often recalled him during his own fierce later years: When his father sat in the evenings, a
small audience surrounded him, drawn by his enthralling stories. If he started telling a story, it
was hard to get up; it was said that even the birds stopped moving. Don Diego’s repertoire was
inexhaustible, willing as he was to offer new tales of heroes and knights, or episodes of sacred
histories.One day the orange orchard was dubbed “the academy.” The doctor didn’t mind the
irony. In fact, not wanting to appear daunted, he decided that in that very place he’d offer his
family a systematic education. He deemed their scattered lessons insufficient. He persuaded
the frail and friendly Brother Isidro Miranda—with whom he’d exchanged intimate family
histories—to give lessons to all. He knew this would be frowned upon, because to learn
something outside of catechism, in those times, meant the invasion of dangerous realms.He
put out a table made of carob wood and surrounded it with benches. The sweet-tempered friar
suggested that he teach the four basics: grammar, geography, history, and arithmetic. His voice
was warm and persuasive, his best attribute. His bony face, on the other hand, held eyes that
had something excessive about them, as if caught in a constant astonishment or fear.The
students in the school included Aldonza, who’d already learned her letters from her husband;
their four children; Lucas Graneros, a friend of the now-teenaged Diego; and three kindly
neighbors. Aldonza, though descended from good ancestry, had not received instruction
beyond the skills of knitting, spinning, sewing, and embroidery.“Knowledge is power,” Don
Diego repeated to the motley group of students. “It is a strange power that can’t be compared
to the sword, or gunpowder, or muscle. He who knows is powerful.”Brother Antonio Luque, the
severe superior who had provided the saplings from his orange grove, did not share this
opinion. Luque was a coarse priest who’d been invested by the Holy Office of the Inquisition
with the status of a familiar. As a functionary of the Inquisition, his task was to denounce
people who threatened the faith, and to take the accused into custody on the tribunal’s
behalf.He used a calm tone to deliver his response: “Knowledge is arrogance,” he said, each
word dripping with bile. “It is for wanting to devour knowledge that we were cast out of
paradise.”And, referring to the doctor’s courtyard of orange trees, he dismissed it outright: “It is
an eccentricity.”As if he hadn’t been clear enough, he added: “It is absurd for an entire family to
study. A woman’s education should be limited to manual labors and catechism.”Diego Núñez
da Silva listened to him in silence. He understood the dangers of offending the authority of a



familiar. After hearing each sentence, he lowered his eyes and even bent his head. The sullen
priest was small and had a hurtful gaze. The doctor, in contrast, was tall and tender eyed. He
had to cede to the priest’s power, but not so much as to shut down his academy. He restrained
himself to saying that he would reflect on these sensible words. He neither dismissed Brother
Isidro, nor did he limit the hours of his classes or exclude women.Brother Antonio Luque was
still bothered. He summoned Brother Isidro Miranda to come and “inform” him about the
“ridiculous academy.” He asked a half-dozen questions, which Brother Isidro answered, his
eyes bulging more than ever. Afterward, Luque reproached him: “What kind of notion was it to
teach the four basics?” His gaze was brutal. “Those are subjects for qualified institutions, not
for Ibatín.”Brother Isidro pressed the trembling cross that hung at his chest, not daring to
reply.“To teach such splendid subjects to miserable beings! It’s like watering sand!” Luque rose
and began to pace the dim sacristy. “What’s more, you have committed an unforgivable
omission: you overlooked theology, the queen of the sciences. If you and that highly suspicious
doctor want to cultivate souls, teach them, at the very least, the rudiments of theology. The
rudiments!”The following afternoon, Brother Isidro opened a tattered notebook and taught his
first theology class. At the end of the lesson, young Diego confessed that he wanted to learn
Latin.“Latin?”“To understand Mass,” he said in his own defense.“You don’t need to understand
Mass,” the priest explained. “It’s enough to attend, listen, be moved, and receive communion.”“I
want to learn that, too!” Francisco raised his little hand.“‘That’ is called ‘Latin,’” Brother Isidro
said.“Yes, Latin.”“You’re not old enough.”“Why not?”The priest approached the boy and pressed
his shoulders. “Not everything can be known.”He let go of the boy, walked slowly around his
students, and murmured, as if to the boy’s father, “Knowledge, my friend, is not always
power.”A couple of weeks later, he caved to their demands and began teaching Latin.
Francisquito and his brother Diego studied it as if it were a game. They chanted declensions
while jumping rope and playing hopscotch. When Brother Antonio Luque learned of this
development, he let out a burst of astonishment. But suspicions still gnawed at his
spirit.Francisco has turned thirty-five years old. He uses the last names of his mother
(Maldonado) and his father (da Silva). A few months ago he relocated to Concepción, in
southern Chile, to avoid the lashings of the Holy Office. But he knows that they will reach him;
his escape only makes their work more difficult, and in truth, he doesn’t want to keep living like
a fugitive: he’s been one long enough already, just as his father, grandfather, and great-
grandfather were.He sleeps lightly, restlessly. He senses that it will happen one of these nights.
He toys with alternative plans, but dismisses them as naïve. The two of them—he and the
Inquisition—will have to face each other, fatally.At last he hears noise around the house. His
premonition becomes reality. He imagines the soldiers, with their implacable order for his
arrest. He has arrived at the moment that will turn his life upside down. He gets out of bed in
silence. He must not frighten his sleeping wife and small daughter. He dresses in the dark.
Those henchmen usually act brutally, and he plans to surprise them with his calm bearing.
Even though his heart has started beating in his throat.3Ibatín nestled at the foot of a
mountain. The clouds lingered to water its slopes, transforming the otherwise arid land into a
fantastic jungle. To arrive at this oasis, Don Diego had had to travel the same roads that,
centuries before, the Incas had opened for the first time, and that the conquistadores had later
worn down in small, suicidal armies inspired by delusions of a marvelous city built with silver
walls and roofs of gold. Although they did not find such a city, they founded others, among
them Ibatín and San Miguel de Tucumán, beside a river that wound sonorously down the
Ravine of the Portuguese. They christened it Río del Tejar, or River of Tiles, after the tile
factory they erected on its shores. It is unknown, however, after which Portuguese man or men



the ravine was named; that name already existed when Don Diego Núñez da Silva
arrived.From the beginning, the residents of Ibatín had to struggle against two threats: the
exuberance of nature, and the Indians. The breath of pumas, those tigers of the Americas,
emanated from the jungle, and the river ran through astonishing gullies; in the rainy season its
tributaries swelled rapidly and turned the river into a dark, aggressive monster, which once
reached all the way to the threshold of the main church.A perimeter of tree trunks surrounded
the town. Each neighbor was obliged to keep weapons in his home, and at least one horse.
They lived ready for battle. They had to take turns making the rounds of their insecure
fortifications. Don Diego fulfilled this duty every two months, and Francisquito felt great pride at
watching his father prepare, at the way he checked his firearm, counted his munitions, and
placed a helmet over his copper-colored hair.The main plaza of Ibatín was intersected by royal
roads that led to Chile and Peru to the north, and the plains of the pampas to the south. The
racket never ceased: the din of wagons, the braying of mules, the bellowing of oxen, the
whinnying of horses, and the passionate haggling of merchants. At the center of all those
swirling people, beasts, and vehicles there stood a Spanish cherry tree, also called the “tree of
justice.” It was the rustic axis of the city: a testimony to its founding and a sentry overseeing its
growth. Its solid rootedness to the earth—“in the name of the king”—legitimized the colonists’
presence and actions. The Spanish cherry tree was the site of floggings and executions.
Prisoners met their severe sentences with rope around their necks, flanked by guards. The
town crier declared each crime, and the executioner carried out the hanging. The Spanish
cherry tree exhibited the corpse with a macabre pride; neighbors gazed morbidly at the body
as it hung and swayed ever so slightly, as if bearing greetings from hell. On feast days and
celebrations, the bodies had to be removed before they could fulfill their punishing, instructive
role. Feasts for the birth of a prince, the coronation of a new king, or the designation of other
new authorities—it was essential that Sundays and saint days never be contaminated with an
execution. Not because executions themselves lacked festive elements, but because Ecclesia
abhorret a sanguine, and it behooved good Christians to render unto Caesar what is Caesar’s,
and unto God what belongs to God.The plaza was, then, a constant spectacle. If there wasn’t a
hanged man, accompanied by the swiftly arriving flies, there was secular revelry. If there wasn’t
a bullfight, there was almost certainly a procession: against the growing proximity of the river;
against an epidemic, because of the lack of rain; because of the excessive rain; against the
renewed threat of Calchaquí Indians; or to give thanks for a good harvest. During processions,
the four religious orders paraded, each with their distinctive traits: the Dominicans, the
Mercedarians, the Franciscans, and the Jesuits. The maniacal Brother Antonio Luque usually
led the litanies and imprecations with his booming voice, and this allowed him to remind hidden
heretics of his fearsome power as a familiar. He marched before the idols, eyes on the dust of
the road because “dust we were, and dust we shall be,” and every once in a while he glared
irrefutably at whomever would soon be denounced. Later, there would be horse races and
simple theatrical presentations on sacred themes, as well as poetry contests, in which Don
Diego had once participated. As darkness fell, fireworks blazed. Once, Francisquito burned his
hand in an attempt to light one.This spare description would be incomplete without
remembering that the town hall, the seat of local government, stood at one side of the plaza, a
building composed of several rooms surrounding the requisite courtyard. Its whitewashed walls
shone like snow on a high mountain. At the center of the courtyard stood a well, which was
inlaid beautifully with tile. Across from the town hall, the main church loomed. There they stood,
the two powers that struggled for dominion of Ibatín, the province of Tucumán, and the entire
continent. Terrestrial power on one side, heavenly power on the other. And just as the first



extended all the way to the cruel Spanish cherry tree, the second extended to other churches
and monasteries. At the Spanish cherry tree, Caesar ruled (even those condemned by religion
were turned over to the secular branch), and, in the temples, God reigned. But both frequently
overstepped their bounds, because God is everywhere, and Caesar cannot accept being less
than God.On nearby streets the other churches rose, with their respective monasteries. The
Franciscans built a taller church than that of the Mercedarians, and added a sumptuous
chapel. The Jesuits would not be left behind: they constructed a nave with forty-meter-long
transepts, and walls made of brick and adobe; they paved the floor with ceramic tiles, plastered
the walls, and carefully tiled the roof; they put in a majestic altar and graced their temple with
an admirably ornate pulpit. It was clear that the Jesuits had joined in the belligerence of their
society.He pulls back the iron lock. The moment he cracks open the door, several hands push
in from outside. They assume that Francisco, in his fear, will close the door. But Francisco
doesn’t move. The soldiers have to rein in their vigor, because here, in front of them, in the
shadows, stands a broad-bodied man whom the lamplight has brushed with gold and indigo.
They stare, perplexed. They almost forget what they were supposed to say.The main
henchman holds a lamp up and asks, “Are you Francisco Maldonado da Silva?”“Yes.”“I am
Juan Minaya, lieutenant for the Holy Office.” He presses his lamp against Francisco’s nose, as
if wanting to burn him. “Identify yourself.”Francisco, half-blinded, asks the obvious. “Didn’t you
just say my name?”“Identify yourself!” he growls with bureaucratic disdain.“I am Francisco
Maldonado da Silva.”The lieutenant slowly lowers the lamp, which now sheds light on floating,
spectral dust in the air above it. “You are under arrest, in the name of the Holy Office,” he
declares with pride.The other men take hold of Francisco’s arms. They dominate his body,
because prisoners often try to escape.But Francisco is not thinking of that. It seems odd, but in
that crucial moment his mind flies to his childhood town of Ibatín. He hears the sonorous River
of Tiles, envisions the vice-patrons’ chapel, recalls the cacophonous main plaza, sees under
his eyelids the snowy peaks and slopes covered in jungle, the ceaseless wagon factory and
the courtyard of orange trees planted by his father. He also recalls the books.4The denizens of
the vast province of Tucumán were in the habit of accumulating goods known to build wealth:
subdued Indians, land, black slaves, packs of mules, droves of pigs and cattle, and fertile fields.
To these they added luxuries such as silver dishware, furniture, fine cloth, gold, and delicate
utensils imported from Europe. But nobody thought of gathering treasures in the form of books.
Books were expensive to buy and difficult to sell; what’s more, they contained reckless
thoughts. And thoughts troubled the waters in a manner that chairs or mules, for example,
never would.Don Diego was drawn to the eccentricity of a personal library, even though it didn’t
fit the mentality of his time and place. Instead of investing his savings in productive goods, he
spent them on questionable tomes. He brought some from his native Lisbon and purchased the
rest in Potosí. His collection would have drawn admiration in Lima or Madrid, where universities
and intellectuals thrived. In backward Ibatín, however, it only made him more suspect.The
books lined thick shelves in a small room that he shut himself into for hours of study. There he
also kept his case of medical instruments and a few keepsakes. Nobody could enter this room
without his permission. The slaves had precise instructions, and Aldonza, ever understanding,
made sure her husband’s will was respected.Francisco loved to creep into that makeshift
sanctuary when his father read or wrote there. He took pleasure in keeping him company, and
imitating him: he’d pick up a volume tenderly, wedge it on his chest like precious cargo, place it
on the table, open the hard cover, and riffle through page after page of symbols that all looked
the same. Colored panels and illustrations rose up from the unruly sea of letters.Among those
volumes, one stood out: Theater of the Pagan Gods by the Franciscan Baltazar de Vitoria. It



was a spellbinding catalogue of pagan deities, bursting with tales of fabulous beings and the
ridiculous beliefs that existed before the arrival of Christ. Brother Antonio Luque was against
Francisco’s looking inside such a book.“He’ll confuse it with religious material.”His father, on
the other hand, believed the book would strengthen the boy’s powers of reasoning.“It’ll help
him not become confused—that, exactly.”The boy read it out of order. Heroes, gods, filicide,
betrayals, metamorphoses, and miracles took place alongside realistic plots. He learned to
respect crazy ideas: they had power, too.When his progress in Latin allowed him to translate a
few verses, he played with the Anthology of Latin Poets compiled by Octaviano de la
Mirándola. His father told Brother Antonio Luque that the poems by Horace found in that
volume unfurled a fantastic lyricism and that his phrases penetrated the mind like a welcome
rain. But the severe monk was not interested in lyricism, only faith.“Horace’s morals,” Don
Diego continued, “are pleasing to Christian sentiment.”“Morals,” Luque countered dryly, “do not
need to be pleasing, only obeyed.”Between the medical and general sections of this personal
library stood the six volumes of Pliny’s Naturalis Historia. It would take Francisco years to read
them in their entirety. Those fascinating volumes distilled the thirty-seven books written by that
brilliant Roman, a hungry man who devoured all the knowledge of his time. Francisco studied
without limits, starting with the origin of the universe and everything it contained; Pliny even
knew Earth was round. Don Diego had boundless admiration for Pliny. By his count, this
Roman scholar had studied a grand total of two thousand books by 140 Roman authors and
326 Greeks. His thirst for knowledge was so intense that he avoided walking in order to save
time; he was always accompanied by scribes to whom he dictated his observations. His
collection was intelligent and, despite his peerless erudition, he had the humility to cite his
sources. A few of his observations were astonishing: he affirmed that animals are in tune with
their own instinct, act in accordance with it, and in this manner resolve their problems, whereas
man knows nothing about himself unless he learns it; the only thing he knows how to do
innately is cry. Therefore, the duty of each human being is to learn and become aware, Don
Diego added. After hearing that, every time Francisco cried, he said to himself, “I’m behaving
like an animal. Now let’s see how a man behaves.”Pliny dedicated many pages to fabulous
beings. It delighted him to describe people with backward-pointing feet, mouthless animals who
ate by inhaling scents, winged horses, unicorns, people with such colossal fingers that they
could cover their entire heads with them, like hats.“Is it all true, what Pliny wrote?” asked
Francisco.“I’m not even sure it was true for him,” his father answered, stroking his beard, which
was carefully trimmed and flecked with gold. “But he wrote it because it was true for somebody.
He took on the task of compiling, not of censoring.”“Then how do we know if it’s true?”Don
Diego shook his leonine head. “That’s the great dilemma of all thinkers,” he sighed. “Or of those
who love thought.”5Next to the cedar bookcase that held the beloved books, there stood a
chest in which Núñez da Silva kept his best suit and a few linen shirts. At the bottom, hidden by
clothes, the curious Francisco found a rectangular case covered in purple brocade, wrapped
several times over with a cord and closed with a knot.“What’s this?” he asked his mother,
having taken the strange object to her.“Where did you get that?”“From the chest. From Papá’s
room.”“With whose permission? Don’t you know you shouldn’t snoop through people’s
things?”“I didn’t go through anything,” the boy said, afraid. “I left the clothes as they were. But I
just—I found this.”“Put it back in its place,” Aldonza ordered with sweet severity. “And don’t go in
that room when your father isn’t there.”“All right.” He hesitated, turning the case between his
small, dirty fingers. “But—what is it?”“A family keepsake.”“What kind of keepsake?”“All I know is
that it’s a family keepsake.” She glanced around her and whispered nervously, “A wife shouldn’t
ask questions that a husband doesn’t want to answer.”“Then—it must be something bad,”



Francisco mused.“Why?”“Papá always answers. I’m going to ask him what this is.”Aldonza
blushed. Nothing seemed to escape this child. “For now, put that case back exactly where you
found it. When your father returns, try not to bother him with unnecessary questions.”“I want to
know what this family keepsake is.”Don Diego had gone to the outskirts of a plantation to
attend to sick Indians. The Indian overseer had come to him personally, full of worry: he feared
the outbreak of an epidemic.“What’s an epidemic?” Francisco had asked as his father
organized his instrument case.“The rapid spread of a disease.”“How is it cured?”“I wouldn’t say
it can be cured, only restrained.” He gestured toward Luis to pick up the case, as, with the other
hand, he made reassuring motions in an effort to keep the Indian overseer calm.“Restrained?
Like a horse?”“Not exactly. It must be isolated. Locked in, with a kind of wall.”“Are you going to
build a wall around the Indians who have the epidemic?”Don Diego smiled at his son’s
persistent curiosity. “Only figuratively. First I need to find out whether what the foreman heard is
true.”That night, as soon as his father returned, Francisco let loose another question. “What’s in
that purple case in the chest?”“Let him unwind,” Aldonza protested. She’d run to receive her
husband with a cup of chocolate and some sprigs of mint.“Is it an epidemic?” young Diego
said, approaching.Don Diego tousled Francisco’s hair and addressed his older son.
“Fortunately, no. I think the foreman jumped to that conclusion out of fear. That man is too
cruel. He demands so much of the Indians that he ends up believing they’ll unleash an
epidemic to avenge themselves.”Francisco’s eyes stayed glued on his father, who owed him an
answer.“I’ll talk to you about what’s in the case,” he finally answered. “But first I need to bathe,
all right?”The little boy couldn’t contain his joy, and he thanked his father in advance. He went
out to the garden, picked some ripe purple and white figs and lustrous pomegranates—his
father’s favorite fruits—washed them, and arranged it all on a copper tray.Don Diego entered
the dining room in clean clothes, emanating freshness after his bath. His damp hair and beard
shone, dark and bright. In his hand, he held the mysterious case. He placed it on the table.
Francisco climbed onto the chair beside him; Diego, Isabel, and Felipa also gathered round,
though Aldonza kept her distance, seeming uninterested in the matter. In reality, it unsettled
her, but she didn’t dare express this discomfort with anything other than silence.“It’s a family
keepsake,” their father warned. “Don’t get your hopes up.”He untied the knot that held the thick
cord in place. He stroked the worn brocade, which had no inscription of any kind. He looked up,
seeking better light, and asked for the candelabra to be brought closer. The strong flames
made the old cloth glimmer.“This has no material worth. But its spiritual worth is boundless.”He
lifted the lid.“A key . . .”“Yes, a key. A simple iron key.” He cleared his throat, raised his
eyebrows, and said, “There’s an engraving on the handle. Can you see it?”All the children
leaned in closer as their father adjusted the candelabra. They made out an image.“It’s a three-
pointed flame,” he explained. “It might be the flame of a torch. That’s what it looks like. A
symbol, no? The engraving itself is nothing exceptional.” He cleared his throat again. “So why
do I keep this object in a case and consider it so valuable?”Francisco leaned in until his nose
was almost touching the key; he could smell it, but he couldn’t decipher the mystery. Don Diego
held it out to him, solemnly, as if it were a hallowed thing.“Touch it. It’s pure iron, no silver or
gold at all. My father gave this to me, in Lisbon. His own father gave it to him. It comes from
Spain, from a beautiful house in Spain.”Francisco picked up the key gingerly, holding it with
both hands the way priests hold up bread and wine to consecrate it during Mass. The flickering
light of the candelabra reverberated on its coarse surface. It seemed to emit a radiance of its
own: the small three-pointed flame on the rusted handle gleamed.“It belongs to the lock of a
majestic set of doors once walked through by many princes. In that home there was a
gorgeous room where gatherings were held around precious documents that were written



there, and copied there. Look at the key’s texture. It was made by a blacksmith known for his
holiness. He used metal filings that had never been part of any weapon, that had never hurt a
man. That faint yellow patina covering it is like a robe protecting something that’s never
tarnished. This key was stroked by great princes, remember, whose dignity and wisdom we can
just barely hope to emulate. When those princes, against their will, had to stop going to that
splendid place, and our ancestors had to abandon that house, they closed the sturdy door and
decided to carefully guard the key. Yes, this simple and, at the same time, precious key
symbolizes those documents, that room, that whole assembly of dignitaries, the magnificent
home of our Spanish ancestors. I’ll tell you more: my great-grandfather tied the key to his belt.
He never parted with it, even though he had to weather storms that would have frightened the
bravest among us. When the angel of death came to visit him, even in his weakened state, he
would not loosen his grip on the engraved handle. His son, my grandfather, had to tear it from
his hand, weeping as though he were committing sacrilege. That’s when he sewed the case
and lovingly wrapped it with brocade so that the shameful story of forcing a dead man’s hand
would never have to be repeated. My grandfather told my father to guard this object as though
it were a treasure. My father said the same to me. And now I’m telling you.”A heavy silence fell.
Don Diego’s four children were bewildered. The candlelight streaked their cheeks with
red.Their father lifted the relic close to the faces of Diego, Felipa, Isabel, and Francisco, in that
order.“Take another look at the flame in the engraving. Doesn’t it seem enigmatic? Can you
imagine what those three points might mean? No? Look: they resemble three petals, each one
held up by a wand, and those wands in turn rest on a thick horizontal beam.”He paused for
further questions, but their astonishment left no room for opinions.“One day you’ll know.” He
brought the key to his lips and kissed it. “The princes and our ancestors believed they would
return to that house. That’s why we guard the key.”Finally, Francisco stammered, “Can we
return?”“I don’t know, my son, I don’t know. When I was little I dreamed of becoming one of
those legendary princes and opening those majestic doors.”The young Alba Elena is startled
awake by the noise and starts to cry. Her mother takes her in her arms. Francisco Maldonado
da Silva tries to approach them, but the officials grasp his arms all the more tightly, their hands
firm as shackles. His stunned young wife, holding their daughter, approaches the nightmarish
group, which is illumined by the lamp of Lieutenant Juan Minaya.“Don’t be afraid,” Francisco
manages to say.“Silence!” orders the lieutenant.Francisco strains against them. The officials
grasp him harder.“I won’t escape,” he exclaims with unexpected authority, meeting their
eyes.The human shackles are paralyzed. A surprised doubt invades those military bodies.
They suddenly remember that this man is a physician whom the authorities have honored,
whose father-in-law is a former governor of Chile.Little by little the rough fingers loosen, and
Francisco frees himself. He recovers his poise and walks toward his beloved Isabel Otáñez and
their daughter. He dries the mother’s tears and kisses the child. He fears that he may never see
them again. They will take him to war. To the most unjust of wars, the results of which are only
known by God.6Francisquito’s brother Diego invited him to go fishing. First, they would go and
fetch Diego’s friend Lucas Graneros, and then they would walk together to the River of Tiles.
Lucas’s father had a wagon factory that supplied the entire province. He had built an enormous
enterprise. He’d been shrewd enough to channel the abundance of wood found in Ibatín into
the large-scale production of the best imaginable transportation between the northeastern
mountains and the port of Buenos Aires. He’d grown rich faster than many of the gold seekers.
He owned 120 black slaves, as well as Indians and mestizos who skillfully worked the chisel
and carpenter’s plane.Graneros had built his home in a neighborhood of artisans. There, as
soon as dawn broke, the forges lit up and the workshops hummed with noise. Everyone knew



the silversmith Gaspar Pérez, who created pieces for altars, as well as the shoemaker Andrés,
who fashioned rustic boots, monks’ sandals, and fine footwear with copper buckles. The
saddler Juan Quisna repaired harnesses, polished saddlebags, and sewed saddles. The tailor
Alonso Montero made doublets, ribbed jackets, habits for religious dignitaries, and suits for
royal officials. The hatmaker Melchor Fernández molded the thick felt that covered the heads of
captains, feudal public servants, and magistrates. Almost all of them were men with some mix
of indigenous blood, though they were anxious to assimilate into the culture of the European
conquerors. They dressed like Spaniards and strove to speak only Spanish.The morning
promised to be a hot one. Francisco was carrying a slingshot that the enslaved Luis had made
for him with the bladder of an ox. He used it compulsively, aiming at any target: a wild fruit, a
flower on a bush, a faraway pebble. He’d become infallible in hitting the lizards that darted like
sparkling arrows. The first time he hit one on the head he buried it with honors, even making a
cross out of two twigs to mark its tomb. “Anyone who kills lizards with a slingshot is not only
agile, but also clever,” his father had declared.The neighborhood of artisans emitted a spicy
scent, a mix of metal, leather, dyes, and wool. Behind the workshops, a pair of tall walnut trees
marked the entrance to Graneros’s factory. It was gigantic, so extensive that it had been
nicknamed “a nation.” Under an awning stood carpentry tables, boxes of tools, and scraps of
copper and brass. Several wagons were finished, while others resembled the skeleton of a
prehistoric animal. Curiously, the compact assembly could be achieved without a single nail,
and the structure of these vehicles was so sturdy that they could carry at least two tons. The
wheels were a marvel, more than two feet in diameter; two of them could sustain the entire
weight of the wagon and its cargo, and they were joined by a single, sturdy axle. The center of
the wheel was a solid mass carved from the center of a tree trunk.Lucas told the brothers that
his father had given him a spinning top for his birthday.“It’s this big.” The boy demonstrated with
his hands. “The size of a pear.”It had been made from light wood and a metal tip. Then it had
been painted with bright colors.“May I take this piece of wood?” asked Francisco.“Of course,”
Lucas responded, as he examined his sack of bait. “What do you need it for?”“To make myself
a top just like yours.”Lucas laughed. He picked up another piece and walked toward a group of
men. The conversation was so brief that when the brothers approached he could already tell
them that the following day he would give Francisco a spinning top just like his own.“With a
metal tip, and nicely painted!”He leapt with happiness.“For now, I’ll lend you mine,” Lucas
offered.Francisquito took it, overjoyed.They headed for the river, leaving behind the active
commotion of the workshops, and took a path that was partially shaded by oaks. They arrived
at the equally busy northern terrace, crammed with merchants, slaves hauling cargo, and
packs of mules prepared to take new burdens. From the large inn, whose walls bore strange
remnants of red paint, there spilled a group of strangers, while another group entered a
grocery store shaded by the foliage of a carob tree. Beside the great gate in the fence, a small
chapel stood watch. They went through the gate, into the deep, compelling jungle.A few
minutes later they arrived at the river; its waters resounded between the verdant shores. They
climbed to the rocky edge that both Diego and Lucas considered the best spot for casting their
lines. As they prepared their bait and tackle, Francisco played with Lucas’s top. There were a
few horizontal slabs among the rocks, like wide steps. He wound the string around the shiny
wood, tied the end to his index finger, and threw it down at an angle. The metal tip drew sparks
from the rock. The toy spun madly, its stripes becoming blurred rings of color. The top reached
the stone’s edge and fell down to the next level, still spinning. Then it tilted from side to side, as
if uncertain, and lifted its metal tip as if it were an animal with a wounded foot. Francisco picked
it up, rewound the string, and aimed to make the top descend more stones. He calculated the



distance, pulled back his arm, lifted his opposite leg, and threw the toy at a slant. Its landing
was sure: the top advanced quickly toward the stone’s edge, leapt to the next one down, kept
spinning, progressed to the next edge, leapt again, went on spinning, and Francisco began to
shout and urge it on with palm fronds.“Three steps! Come on! Let’s go, let’s go! The
fourth!”“The fourth!” exclaimed Lucas.Diego became excited, too. He left the fishhooks and
approached the toy, which kept spinning, though it was starting to show signs of fatigue. It
grazed the edge of the fifth step, but it leaned too far and fell, landing upside down. It kept
turning, as if angry with itself.“What a shame.”“It was too good,” Lucas said.“It’s going to fall off!”
warned Diego.It was true: the top was almost at the rocky cliff’s edge. In an instant, they’d lose
it to the river. Diego lunged to grasp it and slipped on a clump of grass. His foot jabbed right
into a hole.Lucas and Francisco rushed to his aid. The crevice was deep and sharp edged.
They couldn’t pull his leg out. Carefully, they turned Diego to realign his body with the hole’s
shape, until finally they could move his leg. They pulled him out slowly, sweating under Diego’s
screams. His ankle was covered in blood, and a chunk of flesh hung loose from his leg. Despite
the pain, Diego had the presence of mind to ask Lucas to bandage the wound.“With your shirt,
with whatever you’ve got. Quick! It’s got to stop bleeding.”Then they carried him: Lucas took
him by the shoulders, and Francisco by the knees. They asked for help from a group of black
men, who lent them their donkey. Everyone helped Diego mount; he wrapped his arms around
the beast’s neck. They walked home, followed by the retinue of men, who were afraid of losing
the donkey. They put him to bed immediately. Aldonza ran in search of salves. Diego fought to
mask his pain, insisting that it wasn’t serious. The shirt turned tourniquet was now dark red.
Luis brought in a washbowl full of warm water, undid the bandage, and carefully washed the
skin, fearless at the sight of so much blood. He adjusted the hanging flap of skin and wrapped
a clean bandage around the wound. He placed three pillows under the boy’s leg so that his
ankle would be higher than the rest of his body. Then he left in search of the doctor.Lucas
stayed with his friend until Don Diego arrived. Francisco blamed the accident on the spinning
top. The doctor took a sweeping look at the prone body, and asked questions as he examined
the limb. He requested more warm water, and for everyone to move aside so as not to obstruct
the light. The slave lifted Diego’s leg, and the doctor unwound the bandage almost all the way.
The boy began to complain of pain, because the cloth had become stuck. Luis poured water
while Don Diego maneuvered until he’d completely freed the ankle. He chose a pair of
tweezers and extracted the imperceptible foreign objects that had insisted on remaining lodged
in the gash. Then he approached the borders of the bluish flap of skin, and pulled it up. Diego
gritted his teeth. His father covered the raw flesh with a milky powder, a blend of willow bark
and zinc filings.“You’ll be fine in three weeks. Now you need repose. There’s no need for a cast.
You’ll also take a teaspoon of this medicine.”He opened his medical case and took out a glass
jar.“This is a medicine used by the Indians of Peru. It calms pain and lowers fevers.”Turning to
his wife, who was staring in anguish, he added, “Every time I’ve used this, it’s been effective.
Even more than mandrake.”“What’s it called?”“Quinine. They extract it from a plant called
quina.” He sat back down beside his son’s bed, took the boy’s pulse, and intensely studied his
face. Then he gestured for the others to leave the room. Did he want to remove Diego’s clothes
and give him a complete exam?Lucas took his leave. Aldonza and Francisquito accompanied
him to the front door. But Francisquito wondered why his father would want to give Diego a full
examination. It didn’t make sense. He’d only injured his ankle, and the remedy had already
been applied. Might he want to give him intimate medical advice that only boys could hear?
Well, wasn’t he, Francisco, himself a boy? A good opportunity to find out. He stealthily returned
to the silent room, which was thick with the odor of unguents.Don Diego stroked his son’s



forehead as his son gazed back at him with gratitude.“I’ve never had such a bad fall before. It
hurts a lot.”“I know. You’re wounded in a very sensitive area. The quinine powder will help. I’ll
also prescribe herbal infusions that can act as sedatives. That’s all that can help from the
outside, and—” He broke off. After a little while, he repeated the last words. “From the outside
—”Francisco crawled along the dim edge of the room and managed to hide a short distance
from the bed. He knew this way of introducing a difficult topic: his father sweetened his voice,
stroked his brown hair or the edge of a table, and repeated certain words.“Do you understand,
my son?”The boy nodded to please his father, but he didn’t understand. Nor did Francisco.Don
Diego’s mouth contorted. “What I’m trying to say, my son, is that not all the help you need
comes from outside of you, like the healing powder, the quinine, or the infusions. You can also
get relief from inside, from your spirit.”Was that the intimate subject he wanted to broach?
Francisquito felt disappointed. But young Diego nodded again.“I don’t think you fully
understand me,” his father insisted. He wiped his forehead with a handkerchief; noon was a
burning oven.Was there something else, then? Francisco came closer, curled up like a cat. He
couldn’t bear to miss a single word.“The most important cure, the definitive one, comes from
the spirit. You should take strength from that cure.”Diego dared to confess his confusion. “I
think I understand,” he said, “and I think there’s something I don’t understand—”“Yes.” His
father smiled. “It’s simple, and it’s not. It sounds familiar, obvious, like something you’ve heard
before. But there’s another resonance, a profound one, that can’t be known without some
preparation.”He searched the table for the bottle of blackberry water and took a long drink.
Then he dried his lips and settled back into the creaky chair.“I’ll explain. We doctors use
healing products drawn from nature. And although nature is the work of God, God has not
consecrated it as the absolute resource, but rather has provided human beings, His beloved
creatures, with mechanisms that allow them to make contact with Him. An edge of His infinite
greatness lives always in our hearts. If we open to it, we can recognize His presence in our
minds, in our spirits. No medicine is as effective as that presence.”He dried the sweat from his
neck and nose with a cotton handkerchief.“You wonder why I say this. And why I say it with a
certain”—he snapped his fingers, in search of the right word—“solemnity. Well—because it’s a
matter that concerns my medical practice but—but you are not the same as other patients.”“I’m
your son.”“Of course. And this means something special, almost secret. It means something to
God, and to our particular relationship with Him.”Francisquito needed to scratch the back of his
neck. He itched with confusion and impatience. His father wasn’t undoing the knot.“I should
take communion?” Diego guessed, in an effort to unravel this enigma.His father moved his
shoulders to loosen his back. He was tense, but wanted to appear relaxed.“Communion? No.
That’s not what I’m trying to express to you. The host slides from your mouth to your stomach,
from the stomach to the intestine, from there to your blood, to the rest of your body. But I’m not
talking about the host, or about communion, or about rites, or about anything that comes into
you from the outside. I’m talking about the uninterrupted presence of God inside of you. I’m
talking about God, the One.”Diego frowned. Francisco did, too. What new or secret thing was
he trying to suggest?“Don’t you understand me? I’m talking about God, the one who heals,
consoles, gives light, gives life.”“Christ is the light and the life,” the boy recited. “Is that what
you’re saying to me, Papá?”“I’m talking about the One, Diego. Think. Look within. Connect with
what has lived inside you since before you were born. The One—do you understand, now?”“I
don’t know.”“God, the One, the Omnipotent, the Omniscient, the Creator. The One, the One,”
he repeated emphatically.Diego’s face was turning red. He was prone in his bed, his father
seated. Both were very tense. The father’s figure seemed gigantic, not only because his body
was higher, but because he was forcing his son toward an arduous line of reasoning.Don



Diego smoothed his mustache and his trimmed beard, freeing his lips to speak as he gathered
himself like a person about to recite. In a slow and stately voice, he spoke. His words were
incomprehensible: “Shema Israel, Adonai Eloheinu, Adonai Echad.”Francisco shivered. The
only word he recognized was Israel. Was it a magical incantation? Did it have something to do
with witchcraft?Don Diego translated, in a tone of devotion. “Hear, O Israel, the Lord, our God,
the Lord is one.”“What does it mean?”“Its meaning is already inscribed in your heart.”The
mystery had yet to be revealed. The swollen purple cloud that hid the sun was about to burst. A
few of its drops already pearled Diego’s forehead.“For many centuries, this brief phrase has
sustained the courage of our ancestors, my son. It synthesizes history, morality, and hope. This
phrase has been repeated under persecution and amid murders. It has sung out between
flames. It connects us to God like an unbreakable gold chain.”“I’ve never heard it before.”“You
have heard it, of course you’ve heard it.”“In church?”“Inside your own being. In your spirit.” He
extended both index fingers to mark the rhythm. “Listen, Diego. ‘Hear, O Israel’ . . . Listen, my
son: ‘Hear, O Israel.’” His voice fell to a whisper. “Listen, my son. Listen, son of Israel,
listen.”Diego sat up, stunned.His father placed his hands on Diego’s chest and gently made
him lie back down. “You’re starting to understand.” He sighed. His voice became more intimate.
“I’m revealing a great secret to you, my son. Our ancestors lived and died as Jews. We belong
to the lineage of Israel. We are the fruits of a very old tree.”“We’re Jews?” A grimace deformed
young Diego’s face.“That’s right.”“I don’t want to be—I don’t want to be that.”“Can an orange
tree not be an orange tree? Can a lion be other than a lion?”“But we’re Christians. And,” his
voice faltered, “Jews are traitors.”“Are we traitors, then?”“The Jews killed Our Lord Jesus
Christ.”“Did I kill him?”“No.” He forced a smile. “Of course not. But the Jews—”“I am
Jewish.”“The Jews killed him. They crucified him.”“Did you kill him? You are a Jew.”“God and
the Sacred Virgin protect me! No!” Diego crossed himself in horror.“If it wasn’t you, and it
wasn’t me, then it’s clear that ‘the Jews,’ that ‘all of the Jews,’ are not guilty. Also, Jesus was as
Jewish as we are. Let me correct myself, Diego: He was perhaps even more Jewish than we
are. He grew up, studied, and preached in cities that were manifestly Jewish. Many of those
who worship him in fact abhor his blood, they abhor Jesus’s Jewish blood. Their thoughts are
filled with horse droppings: they hate what they love. They can’t see how close to Jesus every
Jew actually is, for the simple reason that they belong to the same lineage, the same history
plagued with suffering.”“So then, Papá, we . . . I mean, the Jews, they—we—didn’t kill him?”“I
did not participate in his arrest, or in his trial, or in his crucifixion. Did you? Or my father? Or my
grandfather?”The boy shook his head.“Do you realize what an atrocious lie has been spread?
Not even the Gospel claims it. The Gospel says that ‘some’ Jews called for the execution, but
not ‘all.’ Because otherwise, my son, they’d have to include the apostles, as well as his mother,
Mary Magdalene, Joseph of Arimathea, and the first community of Christians. Are they also
irredeemable criminals? Absurd! Right? Jesus, the Jewish Jesus, was arrested by the powers
of Rome, which had conquered Judea. It was the Romans who tortured him in their dungeons,
in the same dungeons where they’d tortured hundreds of other Jews like him, and like us. The
Romans invented the crown of thorns to mock the Jew who tried to become a king and liberate
his brothers. Death by crucifixion was also invented by them, and it wasn’t just Jesus and a
couple of thieves who died on the cross, but also thousands of Jews in a time that started
before Jesus was born and lasted long after his death. A Roman speared his right side and
Roman soldiers drew straws over who would get his clothes. Meanwhile, it was Jews who
faithfully brought him down from the cross and buried him with care and grace. It was Jews
who remembered and shared his teachings. And still, Diego, and still . . .” Here he paused for a
long time. “Nobody harps on what the Romans did, that the Romans and not the Jews mocked



and killed Our Lord Jesus Christ. The Romans are not persecuted. And no one insists on blood
free of Roman stains.”“Why so much rage against Jews, then?”“Because they can’t stand our
refusal to submit.”“Jews don’t accept Our Lord and Savior.”“The real conflict isn’t a religious
one. They don’t long for our conversion. No. That would be easy. They’ve already converted
whole communities of Jews. In truth, Diego, they’re battling to make us disappear. That’s what
they want, for better or for worse. Your great-great-grandfather was dragged by horses to the
baptismal waters and then they tormented him because he changed his shirt on Saturdays. He
was forced to leave Spain. But he didn’t give up. He brought the key with him, the key to his old
home, and he had it engraved with a little three-pointed flame.”“What does it mean?”“It’s a
letter from the Hebrew alphabet: shin.”“Why that letter?”“Because it’s the beginning of many
words: shema, listen; shalom, peace. But, above all, it’s the first letter of the word shem, which
means “name.” That is to say, the ineffable Name of God. Shem, the Name, has infinite power.
Many Kabbalists have studied the matter.”“Who?”“Kabbalists. I’ll explain it to you one day,
Diego. The essential thing right now is that you understand the profound decision that many
Jews have taken. The decision to keep existing, even if only through the conservation of a few
rites and traditions.”Diego was confused. He could not absorb this flood of facts and
arguments; he could only be astonished. Francisco, still in the shadows, didn’t understand
either. Both of them were disconcerted, shot through with an unfamiliar fear. Diego in bed, and
Francisco in his hiding place, both of them breathing hard. Their father’s words were an
earthquake that fractured them into contradictory pieces.“But we’re Catholic.” Diego couldn’t let
this go. “We’re baptized. I’ve had my confirmation. We go to church, we confess. We’re
Catholic, aren’t we?”“Yes, but by force. Saint Augustine himself said something like, ‘If we are
dragged to Christ, we believe without wanting to believe; and one can only believe when one
arrives to Christ through the path of freedom, not of violence.’ We have had violence used
against us, and it continues to this day. The effect is tragic. We appear Catholic on the outside
in order to survive in the flesh, and we’re Jewish on the inside in order to survive in spirit.”“It’s
terrible, Papá.”“It is. And it was for your great-grandfather, and your grandfather, too. As it is for
me. What do we want? Simply, for them to let us be what we are.”“What should I do to—to
become a Jew?”His father laughed gently. “You don’t need to do anything. You’re already
Jewish. Haven’t you heard it said that we’re considered ‘New Christians’? I’ll tell you our history,
my son. It’s an admirable history, rich and painful. I’ll explain what’s called the Law of Moses,
which God gave to our people long ago on Mount Sinai. I’ll explain many beautiful traditions
that confer enormous dignity to this harsh life.”He leaned his hands on his knees so he could
rise.“Now rest. And don’t tell anyone our secret. No one.”He looked at the bandage, touched it
softly, and rearranged the pillows under his son’s leg.Francisco stayed on the floor, curled up in
a trembling ball, until he was called for lunch. Then he snuck out without being seen.7The
academy in the orange grove held class in the afternoons, after the heat of siesta time
subsided. Brother Isidro would arrive punctually and take his place at the table made of carob
wood. He would rub his bulging eyes and wipe a thin lock of gray hair from his face. He’d set
out his materials and wait for his students to take their places. As befitted an instructor, he tried
to be severe—his eyes helped with this—but he could not hide his tenderness.One day, in
early February, he arrived in the morning, as soon as Mass was over. It was the first time he’d
ever come at that hour. He was empty-handed and his face was extremely pale, giving him a
harsh look. He asked to meet with the doctor. “Urgently!” he exclaimed. Francisquito took
advantage of the visit to tell his teacher that he’d succeeded in translating another verse of
Horace: he could show it to him right this moment. The monk forced a smile and gently pushed
him aside.“First I must speak to your father.”“Yes, my father’s on his way,” the boy insisted. “I



can read it to you while we wait.”The monk was in no mood to concentrate. Aldonza invited him
into the parlor and offered him hot chocolate. He thanked her but did not drink and would not
even sit. When the doctor appeared he sprang toward him with a frightening urgency. He
grasped his arm and murmured into his ear. The two men left for the back courtyard.
Francisquito looked questioningly at his mother, who had also turned pale.They saw the way
the monk waved his hands with unusual nervousness, but they couldn’t hear what he was
saying. The birds’ cacophony in the cheerful orange grove seemed out of tune with the old
teacher’s anguish. Don Diego listened to him in shock.When they came back inside, Aldonza
offered the hot chocolate again, but the monk excused himself with a whisper and left swiftly,
head down, clutching his crucifix with both hands.All of a sudden, the placid morning burst into
movement. The efficient and loyal Aldonza—at her husband’s laconic instruction—ordered the
preparation of chests, trunks, and boxes: they were cleaned, distributed, and packed with all
the possessions in the house. “Understand? Everything. Take apart the large pieces of
furniture and tie them as compactly as possible.” Luis and Catalina listened, not believing their
ears. Immediately, the four children and Aldonza herself joined in the tasks.Don Diego got
dressed and went out to visit the sick, as he did every day; he returned for lunch. When they
sat down at the table he passed the bread around, made sure that all were served their stew,
and said that he would now share the important news.“We’re leaving this city.”There could be
no other reason for the madness that had rapidly overcome the household. Why are we
leaving? Why such a hurry? Their father ate slowly, as was his habit. (Or was he eating this
way on purpose, now, to transmit a sense of calm?) He dipped his bread in the stew as he
explained that this change would be good for the family: he’d been planning it for a long time,
almost hoping for it. (Was he lying?) The opportunity had arrived: this very night, a caravan was
heading south and they would take advantage of it.“Tonight?” Isabel and Felipa exclaimed in
unison.“Also,” he added emphatically, determined to prevent panic, “we’ll like our new home:
we’re moving to Córdoba.”“Córdoba?” Francisquito repeated, startled.“That’s right. A small and
delightful settlement surrounded by gentle mountains, with a peaceful river running through it.
More tranquil than this Ibatín, with its menacing jungle, its Calchaquí Indians, and all its growth.
We’ll have a better life.”Francisquito asked whether the place would resemble the Córdoba of
his ancestors. Don Diego said yes, that this was the very reason the founder had given it this
name.Felipa wanted to know how long the journey would take.“About fifteen days.”Isabel
wasn’t listening. Her chin had sunk to her chest and she was shaking with rhythmic intensity.
Her mother embraced her. Between hiccups and tears she coughed out, “Why? Why are we
leaving? We’re fleeing something.”Aldonza dried her cheeks, sweetly, and closed her
daughter’s lips. Francisquito was irritated by his sister’s lack of sense. And her lack of interest in
the legendary city of their ancestors. But then, in a flash, he understood that she was right.
They were leaving Ibatín forever and they were doing it fast, too fast. A lump rose in his
throat.Felipa also started to cry. The only one who stayed calm was young Diego. What did
Diego know? Since his accident he’d started having long talks with his father, accompanying
him on his medical rounds; at night, they read together in the private room. So, then, what did
Diego know?“Why don’t we leave with a different caravan?” Francisquito tried to offer a
proposal that would relieve everyone.His father did not answer him and called for more stew.
During the entire lunch Aldonza did not say a word. She was carrying out her husband’s will
with her usual submissiveness. She had difficult questions, but she kept them buried in her
chest. She loved her husband and her family, and, in addition, she’d been raised to be a good
woman: sweet and obedient.The siesta that afternoon was brief and uncomfortable. Chaos had
invaded every corner. The events of the day brought anxiety; they hurt. Francisquito learned, at



that tender age, that in the course of a single day a family and its essential possessions can be
moved, a neighborhood parted with, explanations offered to satisfy the infinite curiosity of
acquaintances, an executor hired to handle business affairs. This precocious experience, lived
through as an innocent, would serve him many years later.The wagon arrived in the evening,
parking in front of the door. It had gigantic wheels and a colossal body, which was covered in
leather. The two yoked oxen blared. Several laborers carried out the trunks and furniture.
Aldonza, with undisguisable tension, begged for that desk to be lifted with care, and for this
chest to be set down gently, for the curved edges of the armoire not to be banged, and for the
armrests of chairs to be well secured by rope. An assortment of tables, pots, pillows,
keepsakes, blankets, pans, beds, straw mattresses, clothes, candelabras, rugs, tears, sighs,
chamber pots, suitcases, and urns made their way rapidly from inside the house to the
wagon.The rooms became empty and bleak. Francisco spoke to the echo, that new invisible
presence that had taken his family’s place. A few scattered candles illuminated their last night,
during which no one slept because nothing was left, not even the rush mats. Their father
extinguished the candles one by one, as if ending a ritual. The house was a dead being they
were leaving respectfully, and with an unnamable oppressiveness.When he thought everyone
was asleep, Don Diego went out to the courtyard. A tenuous light poured through the foliage.
He stayed still in his beloved orange grove, taking in its branches, its hidden fruit, its slow
verdant breath. The trees formed an enigmatic awning, a weave through which the stars
blinked. He focused on a very bright one. And he confided his fears. Then, in a very low voice,
he recited psalms that praised the beauty of the night and the scent of plants. Finally, he
confided in a listening star that he still hoped to return; he had dreamed of settling in this place
forever. This did not appear to be the will of the Lord. He walked closer to one of the trees and
leaned against it. He stayed still, feeling its dampness. He made it his—the leaves and
branches, the scent and freshness, as though he could transfer a physical temple into his spirit,
transform it into something portable. He prayed to God for them not to be caught on the
dangerous road.They had to leave before dawn. The moon was still dusting salt over the
rooftops. Don Diego returned to the naked rooms and started gently calling his family
member’s names: Aldonza, Diego, Isabel, Felipa, Francisco. The enslaved Luis and Catalina
did not need to be summoned: they were ready, with the last bundles on their heads.There was
a last, terrible attempt at resistance from Isabel and Felipa: they clung to a doorjamb, crying,
crouching, demanding to stay. Finally they entered the dark womb of another wagon, climbing
the ladder attached to the back opening. Francisco followed them, full of curiosity, his way
barely lit by a hanging lantern. Several straw mattresses were spread throughout the vast tube.
A lattice, held in place by wooden stakes on both sides, was covered in leather. The roof was
held up by arches made of flexible wood shaped into an oval structure, from which rain would
likely run off. The enormous cylinder resembled a chapel, reduced in size and suspended in air.
He looked for a place to sit between the soft bundles and people. He preferred to be near the
front, where he could see the road. He tripped over a pile of blankets and a pair of
legs.Astonishment and joy ran through him: a man sat leaning against a stake. Despite the
darkness, Francisco recognized him as the lantern glowed across one side of the man’s
face.“Brother Isidro! What are you doing here?”The old priest gathered his legs in so the boy
could keep going forward. But Francisco decided to stay by his side.Don Diego checked to
ensure that his whole family was present, calling each person by name and straining to see
them in the dark. He included the slaves’ names. Aldonza distributed blankets. The wagon
lurched into motion.The axle squeaked and the ropes groaned. The wagon swayed
spasmodically, until it settled into a rhythm, slow, unique, like that of a fantastic boat. They



crossed the main plaza, which was deserted. The church and town hall gleamed like ghosts.
The Spanish cherry tree where a thief had recently been hung was almost impossible to see.
The oxen kept on, eastward, and then they turned toward the south. The wagon crossed the
neighborhood of the artisan workshops, which were silent as tombs. They could not see the
foliage of the walnut trees that marked the start of Don Graneros’s property, with its prosperous
wagon factory. Francisco hadn’t managed to say goodbye to Lucas, though Diego had.The long
adobe walls grew distant. They arrived at the southern terrace, where the shapes of many
other wagons could be made out, already in line. Herds of mules, donkeys, and horses held
close to the caravan. A few armed officials were examining documents. Don Diego ordered his
family to stay quiet inside the vehicle, covered in shadows. Happily, the officials had no interest
in the passengers, only in the baggage and goods. They paid more attention to the second
wagon, the one that held the family’s trunks and furniture.After half an hour the wagon shook
again. The real journey was beginning. The caravan crossed Ibatín’s fenced border through the
great southern gate. A fine layer of silver covered the countryside. A breeze shuddered through
the open space, carrying the scent of freedom. Don Diego touched the monk’s hand, a gesture
of understanding: for now, they were escaping the long arm of the Inquisition.The rhythmic
sway lulled almost all of them to sleep.8The sunny morning undid the coolness of the night.
Blankets, shawls, doublets, and jackets were cast off like hindrances. Sweat gathered and
glistened on the oxen’s haunches. The laborer driving the wagon, seated under the front roof
on a suitcase full of his own clothing, watched the animals move as if watching the movement
of trees. Don Diego examined his gun and placed it between his legs. Then he said, “Near here
is the road toward the City of Caesars.”He seemed about to say more, but then stopped to
prick his ears toward the creaking of the stakes.“What’s the City of Caesars like?” asked
Francisco, crossing his legs.“They say that its streets are paved in gold,” his father said,
stretching, without disturbing the firearm. “All the homes are palaces. The residents have
developed arts and agriculture, and they enjoy the best fruits and vegetables.”“Is it far
away?”“Nobody has been able to get there,” Brother Isidro said.“It’s that far?”“It’s possible that
the residents have been able to throw explorers off their scent,” Don Diego explained. “It’s
possible that we’ve passed close by without realizing it. Who knows? Maybe certain tribes
enjoy the city’s protection in exchange for leaving clues to confuse seekers, and then, if
someone gets too close, they attack and kill him.”“I’d like to go to the City of Caesars,”
Francisco admitted.“When will we stop to rest?” asked Felipa.“At ten o’clock.”The caravan was
heading toward a small forest. They were now quite far from the mountain range, and from
such a distance they could take in its majesty. In the foothills they could glimpse the blurry
village of Ibatín. The jungle was a distant black strip with purple patches. There they crouched:
the dangers of nature, the Calchaquí people, and the Inquisition.Every once in a while the
doctor and the monk exchanged worried glances. The implacable Brother Antonio Luque would
not be satisfied with the disappearance of his suspects. He had already hunted down and
arrested, in small remote La Rioja, the alleged Jew Antonio Trelles. It was likely that he would
do the same with them.The guides on horseback marked out a circumference, and the oxen
left their path to obey this familiar prod. They were visibly tired. The guides pulled the wagons
off the road, forming a great circle. While the travelers stretched their legs on the ground, a few
laborers freed the oxen from their yokes so they could eat and drink. A few other laborers
looked after the group of donkeys, mules, and horses. The break would last until four in the
afternoon, waiting out the six hours of peak heat: the oxen could bear thirst, hunger, rain,
darkness, and swollen rivers, but they could not endure heat.The Núñez da Silva family’s
wagon was parked beside the one that held their possessions. Two laborers climbed up and



placed a set of rungs from one wagon roof to the other. Over this makeshift frame they hung
leathers to create a perfect hut under which they could enjoy drafty shade. There, they could
eat and then take their siesta. At the center of their wagon circle, a campfire was lit to prepare
the meal. The laborers who worked on these journeys—a mix of black people, Indians,
mulattoes, and mestizos, some enslaved, some free—were well trained, and fulfilled their tasks
efficiently. By the time the passengers had unwound, the laborers had already slaughtered a
cow and butchered it. Soon the redolent smoke of grilling meat hovered over the wagons. Luis
unpacked several stools with canvas seats and a small camping table from the wagon, for
serving lunch.Suddenly, the pack of mules strained in many directions, having clearly sensed a
threat. The laborers struggled to contain them.“Pumas,” Don Diego confirmed, reaching for his
gun.Brother Isidro called to Francisco and his siblings: “Stay close, don’t move.”The fragrance
of cooking meat had excited the wild creatures. The mules’ terror spread to the rest of the
animals. They had to be whipped, pushed, and surrounded to be kept together. Some of the
passengers offered to explore the immediate surroundings. The pumas were likely hidden
among the reeds, or behind the next copse, or perhaps in the grass. They wouldn’t dare attack
unless they were very hungry.After half an hour, calm returned to the improvised corral and
people began to relax again. The danger seemed to have passed. Catalina and Luis chose
succulent pieces of grilled beef with the tips of knives, arranged them on a pair of trays, and
took them to the Núñez da Silva family’s table. Those who preferred could savor a stew of
vegetables, potatoes, garbanzos, and meat. A small demijohn of wine sufficed for the whole
family, with enough to share with the passengers of another wagon. Oranges were passed out
for dessert.The adults folded their jackets as pillows and lay down on the grass. Francisco, for
his part, was still restless from all the excitement and preferred to devote this first respite in the
journey to satisfying his curiosity. He studied the undersides of the wagons, as if they were
intimate areas of a body. Crouched and alert, he stared at and touched the floor that seemed
so firm when one was traveling inside, but which was actually made of a rough material pulled
over planks. The wagon’s body extended over a long beam that connected it to the yoke. He
stroked the beam, which was smooth and stained with ox sweat and road dust. Then he walked
to the circle of coals where the meat had cooked. The fire was going out. He went toward the
group of oxen, near the stream. Nearby, the other livestock grazed.“Why can’t mules have
babies?” he’d asked his brother Diego in Ibatín, as they watched a drove of them.“Because
they’re born from a donkey and a horse. They’re artificial. They can’t propagate themselves.
They weren’t part of Noah’s Ark.”“No?”“No. They’re an intrusive species. They didn’t appear on
the fifth day of creation, like the rest of nature’s beasts. They appeared a long time after that,
when a donkey, instead of coupling with a female of its own species, did it with a female
horse.”“Is that wrong?”“I think it’s wrong.”“Then why does anyone raise mules? And sell them?
And use them?”“For that very reason. They’re useful and strong. They’re ideal for transporting
cargo at a good pace, and for moving across rocky terrain. They’re an invention that helps men
get rich.”“And it’s not possible to have a male and female mule together? To ‘couple,’ as you put
it?”“It almost never happens. And if it does, the female mule isn’t fertile.”“Why not?”“Because
that’s how it is. She’s sterile. As I said, a donkey and a horse can make a mule, but mules have
no offspring. They can’t produce anything—not another mule, not a horse, not a donkey.”At that
moment, Francisco’s thoughts were interrupted. A few laborers came running.“Over there! Over
there!”They ran toward the campfire, which had already been covered with earth—“Over there,
over there!”—and on to the corral, where they formed a ring around the agitated animals.
Those traveling with guns aimed them at the reeds. Three terrified donkeys had separated from
the herd; they were trotting off, chased by a copper-colored brightness.Out of the grass a puma



shot up like an arrow.In that moment, Francisco witnessed an extraordinary thing.One of the
three donkeys slowed down, while the other two kept on. It didn’t turn to charge at the puma,
but, rather, offered its rump while twisting its head, as if calculating how long it had before
being caught. The puma, several meters away, leapt in a bright arc and landed violently on its
victim’s back. The donkey shook with the blow, but didn’t change its posture, as its two
companions gained a great distance. It waited, with incredible fortitude, until its ferocious rider
had settled into place. Then it threw itself suddenly to the ground, waved its legs in the air, and
crushed the puma with its back. It brayed with pain and joy. The puma struggled to escape the
lethal trap. It opened its blood-soaked claws and beat its tail against the ground in despair. The
donkey kept rubbing its wounded back as if seized with an itch, until it broke the puma’s
delicate spine. Then it flexed its legs, lifted its head, and rose clumsily.Don Diego gestured at
the other men to lower their guns. There was no need to kill the puma. The donkey was already
doing it, in formidable bites, chewing at it with grace. Blood pooled around the animals and
smeared their hides. At last, the exhausted donkey stumbled away from what was left of the
puma before falling to the ground.The laborers worked fast, exulting loudly. Shining knives cut
the puma’s precious skin, which, still damp, was displayed like a flag.The donkey was gravely
injured. Blood flowed rhythmically from its neck. Its jaws were covered in foam. It breathed
rapidly.“It’ll have to be sacrificed.”Francisco couldn’t bear to watch the crime. He ran back
toward the wagon, but nevertheless heard someone say, “It’s not worth wasting munitions. Cut
its throat.”The receiving lieutenant of the Holy Office pushes the chair that stands in his way. He
walks for the door and, impatiently, orders, “Let’s go!”Once again, the officials close their
fingers around Francisco’s strong arms. They pull him away from his wife. She tries to resist:
she moans, shouts, begs. She holds out her daughter, who is bathed in tears—it’s all useless.
They take Francisco out to the dark road.“Where are you taking me?”They push him and, after
a few minutes, Lieutenant Minaya tells him, “We’re going to the Monastery of Santo
Domingo.”9They resumed their journey after four o’clock. The wagon circle unwound into a
long line of twenty laden wagons. In front, as always, the guiding horsemen rode on their agile
horses, exploring the terrain ahead and riding back with information.The family began to talk
about the heroic donkey. How it had defended its companions. How it bore the pain of claws
and fangs. How it ended up killing the predator with its teeth. How it fought in spite of its own
fear.“But they cut its throat!” Francisquito protested.His father shook his head and reminded
him that the donkey was already dying, that it would have been crueler to abandon it in such a
condition of suffering. But the boy couldn’t contain his sobbing. Aldonza reached for the
earthen pitcher and, trembling, filled a small jug of water. She, too, thought what had happened
was an injustice.The countryside became bereft of trees. The farther they got from the
mountain and its seething jungle, the greater the emptiness around them. Grass carpeted the
land, at times yellow, at times verdant, while the copses became ever sparser. A fox ran
beneath the wagon. In a few stretches, ñandús approached, provoking the sudden flight of
other birds. The wagon’s driver, swaying on his worn suitcase, pointed at crows circling in the
sky: in an archaic rite, they were celebrating the death of an animal, and soon they would fall
on the carcass to feast.After several hours of travel, the caravan resumed its wagon circle.
Dinner had to be prepared before night fell.Isabel and Felipa found bushes of wild berries
between the bay laurel trees. Their lips turned black as they sampled the fruits with gluttonous
speed while also filling a cooking pot with them.Their dinner was frugal, lit by candles. The
berries were served as dessert.Their stop was brief. The laborers put out the fire and soon the
wagons were back in their line. Twenty swaying towers moved in the darkness along a route
that had already been assessed by the guiding horsemen. Night was the best time for travel, as



the oxen suffered less.Francisco lay between Don Diego and Brother Isidro. Through the front
opening he could see the stooped driver on his old leather suitcase. From the ceiling, a lance-
like cattle prod hung like a mythological finger. Through the back opening he saw the black
cloth of the firmament stretched over everything, sparking with light. Francisco already knew a
few of the constellations. There, for example, was a tail of the Milky Way. There, the Three
Marias that formed Orion’s Belt. There, a planet. Yes, it was a planet, because it didn’t blink: it
was round and large like one of Brother Isidro’s eyes. He’d been taught that astrologers could
diagnose illnesses and predict the future by reading the stars. For them, it was like a kind of
text. Why not? God could make a snail of stars one letter, and a snake of stars another. Was
the terrestrial alphabet perhaps invented in the image and likeness of the celestial one?
Francisco tried to shape an L, O, C, T, P, or M in the blanket of the stars.Before going to sleep,
he sat up to drink some water. That’s when he noticed how the countryside mirrored the
firmament. It was an incredible sight. Millions of insects had lit their lamps. They laughed and
their lights winked. They laughed and sang. The dark grass was enchanted. It seemed full of
diamonds. He reached his hand out, wanting to catch the fireflies, but his brother pulled him
back by the belt.“You’re going to fall.”Francisco remained captivated by the feast of lights. It
occurred to him that these myriad insects also formed an alphabet. They were the book that
God had written into the countryside, just as He had written another one with the stars.
Perhaps the one in the countryside was about simpler things. Out in the distance a cluster lit up
in the shape of an A, and another in a T, quickly replaced by a V or an F. Only those with very
good training could read such a book.He slept.At dawn, milky vapor rose from the land. The
caravan coiled up near a river for the breakfast rest, after having traveled for almost ten hours
without pause. The animals needed a break. There was just enough time to heat the chocolate
and fry up a meal. Again, the wagons circled up and the oxen were unyoked. The ground was
damp. The men ran to hide behind some bushes. The women went in the opposite direction.
The animals watched the humans’ prudery with bemusement as they went about relieving
themselves without concern.The tributary of the Dulce River that they had to cross this
morning had swelled. While breakfast was prepared, the guides surveyed the terrain. They
investigated animal tracks, gorges, and the sporadic rocky clearings that offered the safest
route. Several passengers who had made this journey before affirmed that though the river ran
fast, it wasn’t very deep.One of the bosses selected three guides and ordered them to attempt
a crossing. Their horses protested: they bucked, turned, whinnied. Finally, shaking, heads
raised high, they entered the turbid waters. A few meters in, their bellies were already wet. The
riders spurred them onward. The horses sank deeper. A little farther and they’d reach the
shore. Only half of each horse was visible over the choppy surface of the water. They pushed
on. The ground seemed firm. The current pressed one horseman to the side; he would take
longer to reach his goal. The others started climbing upward. Immediately, the third rider also
succeeded. Now they knew the depth of the river. They could cross. Eah! Everyone to their
place! Onward!In the Monastery of Santo Domingo, a hooded monk guides Francisco and his
captors down a narrow corridor. The lieutenant walks in front with his lantern, two of the
officials grasp the prisoner’s arms, and the third one keeps watch from behind, hand on his
knife’s hilt. Their steps echo gloomily in the darkness, as though they came from a multitude.
The monk opens an arthritic cell door. Lieutenant Minaya gestures with his chin and his
subordinates push the captive into the tiny black room.Francisco puts up his hands to keep
from slamming into the invisible wall. Immediately, shackles encircle his wrists and ankles. The
shackles are soldered to long chains attached to the wall.The door closes. A key turns and the
lock slides into place. The footsteps recede. Francisco touches the damp plaster around him.



There is no window, no bench, no table, no mattress. He sits down on the bare, uneven dirt
floor. He waits. He will have to wait many hours, perhaps days. He will have to wait in a crouch,
blind and defenseless, as the fierce puma leaps onto his tenacious back.10During nocturnal
travel, candles were forbidden, as they could set the wagon’s wood or rush weaving aflame.
However, the lantern stayed lit beside the driver as he yawned up on his old suitcase. The
vehicle’s motion allowed for sleep when a stable rhythm was established, but there were often
strong, sudden shudders; the route was full of stones and animal tracks. At times the wagon
became stuck, and the driver descended, called for help, wielded logs or dry branches, had the
vehicle pushed, and pressed the oxen into motion to free the wheels. Nobody slept through the
night.Meanwhile, the voices of the night offered partial news of its mysteries. The whistle of
cicadas was sliced by the screech of an owl, the creak of wagon wheels barely hid the clamor
of beasts, and dark wild boars prowled in search of prey. Snakes slithered, viscacha rodents
ran, otters congregated, and hares darted around. The long-suffering oxen hauled their yokes
at a steady pace while, all around them, the invisible fauna attacked, fled, devoured. There was
another risk as well: the cruel Indians of the Chaco.At dawn, Francisco would glimpse the rosy
awakening of the horizon and the moon still hovering high above. Soon the breakfast wagon
circle would begin. The morning routine would repeat itself, after which the caravan would
resume for a few more hours, until ten o’clock, when the implacable sun attacked the
countryside, permitting lunch and siesta. Then they would all do the same things they had
done yesterday and would do tomorrow. Later, they would resume the march until the horizon
turned purple. Wagon circle, campfire, dinner. They would keep on if the night was clear and
the guides could see their way. The caravan was more tired with every passing day. But their
destination was close.One day, at noon, they stopped in a small forest of quebracho trees, the
last such forest on their journey. It was said that the wood of quebracho trees never decayed. It
was so hard that it exhausted all axes. It was the most vigorous wood in the world.Rain began
to fall and the laborers built a tent so they could keep on cooking. In the late afternoon it rained
again. The oxen pressed on, stepping firmly through the mire, not frightened. The river crossing
had been worse. After a while, the rain was nothing more than a memory. It would not return for
the rest of the journey.The arid landscape prevailed in the end. The heat and dust increased
dramatically. In the afternoons the wind picked up, its whistle often torturous. Wild animals ran
through the bare expanse, searching for brush to hide in. The scarce greenery that had
accompanied them at the start of their journey had withered into amber and zinc. The lethal
salt flats were close. Judging by the birds of prey that glided above them, the caravan seemed
to have stalled. The oxen were mere ceramic figurines in the infinite wasteland. They breathed
in sandstone. Francisco asked whether they could get lost and end up circling forever in this
hostile plain. The answer was no, but his question clearly unsettled the people around him.Now
water had to be rationed. A bony whiteness stretched out before them. Just looking at it made
one’s eyes hurt. The oxen entered a flatland of endless salt. The evening sun lit the spiny
edges of shrubs. The night grew cold, faster than before. The wind scraped, carried voices.
Francisco covered his head. Something slid into his nightmare. When he woke he heard his
father running after the horses, accompanied by several men. He made to step down to the salt
ground, but his mother grabbed him by the arm.“Don’t go!”That’s when he saw a couple of
slaves lying prone. Their motionless bodies were dark against the milky ground. A red pool
expanded beside them.“They were killed last night,” said Aldonza.“Why?”She shook her head.
“By thieves, I suppose. They were right beside the wagon with our things.”Francisco broke free
and approached the corpses. They were facedown, with wounds on their backs. They had
been killed while they slept, or while they kept watch. Brother Isidro stood beside them,



worrying his rosary. The laborers murmured among themselves, rowdy, bewildered. One of
them told Francisco that his father had been one of the men who went out in search of the
criminals.“Murderous sons of bitches! We’ll hang them!” swore a few traders.“My father will get
the thieves and they’ll be brought to justice right here,” Francisco said.“If there are no trees a
wagon roof can be the gallows,” a trader said as he handed a mulatto some rope to try it out.
The mulatto smiled slightly and climbed up to the cattle prod, where he secured the rope with
skill and pleasure.“Papá will get those thieves,” Francisco said again to his mother.She rubbed
her eyes, as if to wipe away salty sandstone, or tears, or fury.“Papá was in front. He’s
brave.”“He’s impulsive,” she said. “He shouldn’t have put himself at risk. It’s dangerous.” She
looked at Francisco and added, “They’re criminals. Didn’t you see what they did to those poor
men?”

The Museum of Abandoned Secrets, Old Town, A Man, When the Future Comes Too Soon
(The Malayan saga), The Anatomy of Human Destructiveness, The Rabbit Girls, A Woman
Like Her: A Novel, Life, Germantown: A Military History of the Battle for Philadelphia, October
4, 1777

Nelson Mostow, “A good but long book if the topic is of interest to you. This book concerns the
lives of a Jewish Family oppressed by Inquisitions by Catholics against Jews in Spain,
Portugal, and then several South American Countries during the 1500s and 1600s. It mostly
concerns the father and one of his sons. In Europe, the Father renounces his Jewish Faith and
becomes what they call a New Catholic in order to avoid persecution. He flees to South
America in the hopes that this stigma will not pursue him. Unfortunately it does not. Catholic
zealots (Inquisitors) continue to accuse him of secretly still being Jewish (which he was) and
he is forced to relocate with his family a few times until finally he is imprisoned, and then, after
being tortured and maimed, allowed to practice as a physician in a restricted way. His
youngest son, who was raised by priests and was a devout Catholic, begins to question
Catholicism and realizes that his true beliefs are that of a Jew also. Ultimately he is imprisoned
for his Jewish Faith but instead of lying and saying he converts back to Catholicism, he
constantly argues with his captors about faith and refuses to give in. He is kept in prison for
several years before ultimately being burned at the stake. The book is interesting for several
reasons. First, it gives somewhat of a history of Jewish persecution going back to the time of
Columbus and showing how it not only affected Europe, but South America as well. Second, it
gives some idea of the mindset of those who were doing the Inquisition. The power plays and
egos of those involved. Third, it gives a springboard for discussion the anti-Christian attitudes
and actions of the Inquisitors and the parallels between how Christ was treated by the Romans
and how the Jews were treated by the Inquisitors. So this is why I thought the book was good.
The problem was the book was quite long (over 600 pages) and had more details and bylines
than necessary. Thus, I found it slow reading and I felt like I had to force myself to push
through it. So I can’t really recommend it unless the synopsis above is something a potential
reader thinks he/she would really be interested in.”

V. Schmidt, “Yes, it's long.. Another reviewer complained it was too long and the writing was
rough. I'm glad I did not try to read it. I did make it through the audiobook, but had to back up
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every now and again to hear parts a second time. Lots and lots of information there. I did want
to finish it, however, and I'm glad that I did. Then I googled Francisco Maldonado da Silva and
confirmed quite a lot of what the author put in the book. Another source said his parents had a
boy (him) and two girls. The book gave him an older brother. Why? Conflicting stories about
historical things bother me. This other source also indicated (POSSIBLE SPOILERS BEYOND
HERE) indicated that he was outed to the inquisition by his sister, while the book says he outed
himself. Again conlict. That said, I would wager that the author's research capabilities are far
greater than my own, and I might tend to believe this book more than this other source I found,
especially when other parts that matter do match, such as the years in prison and the
numerous interviews, if that's the right word, had while they were trying to figure out what to do
with him, as well as the attempted starvation and the rally to write his books that burned with
him. What a shame those words did not survive him.”

GLH, “The inquisition is definitely glossed over in history classes.. This is a detailed depiction
of what people of Jewish heritage had to survive both in Europe and in South America due to
intolerance. The cruelty of the papacy and the inquisitors is unbelievable to anyone reading this
book, obviously written using historical records. I personally find it unbelievable that any
thinking person would support the papacy, even today. I found this book to be both disturbing
and educational and highly recommend it to anyone seeking truth in history. And I thought the
Nazis were inhumane!”

Roraima, “An outstanding read!. It is so wonderful for the English speakers that this
magnificent book has finally been translated into English. Dr. Aguinis is an erudite author who
spent years traveling and researching the people, places, and events on which this novel is
based. I envy those who have not yet read it. I wish I were also reading it for the first time!”

Dean C. Brick, “Excellent impression of the Inquisition's effect on families in South America. For
those of us familiar with the Inquisition in Europe in the middle ages this book made me aware
of the spread of the Inquisition to South America in a very personal and understanding way.
Defining the horrors of the Inquisition on individuals and families.”

Augusta Richards, “The inquisition. This story should be required reading in high schools so
that the persecution of Jews will become real for the children of today. Parts of this story
brought tears to my eyes as I know the terror described was real, not fiction. I recommend this
book to anyone interested in history. I consider this book the best of the more than 80 books in
my Ebook library.”

Contented buyer, “Good information. I like historical novels and this one was just so powerful! I
knew the Inquisition was a horror in our history but "Against the Inquisition" detailed some of
the terror and anguish suffered by Spanish Jews even after they emigrated to other countries.
The injustices in the name of religion were too cruel against these people.”

RA, “An interesting perspective on medieval European culture. Against the Inquisition is a
beautifully written account of a 'New Christian' (a Jew who converted to Christianity for his
survival) and his family. The most interesting aspects of the book are the 'collectivist' mindset
forced on society by the Church - 'you shouldn't want to read the Bible. You should just accept
what the priest tells you in faith. To read is dangerous and provokes heretical thoughts' (not a
direct quote, but a prevailing philosophy). The corruption and immorality of the Catholic Church



of that time and place, and the unquestioning obedience of its adherents is quite astounding to
a modern reader. The book can get a little long-winded, but it makes a good read and leaves
me profoundly grateful that I live in a more individualistic and kinder age.”

dibdibdobs, “Heart breaking and horribly, historically accurate. Such a thought provoking read. I
knew about the Spanish Inquisition but I have never read about it in such detail. The theological
arguments in the book afforded clarity to the belief system that supported torture and murder in
the name of Christ. New Christians literally hunted down, denounced and tortured to confess to
being Jewish. Heart breaking and horribly, historically accurate”

gilld, “An education on the Inquisition. This was a well written/well translated story following
true events that were both harrowing and saddening. It was both thought provoking and
inspiring. If you enjoy the literary genre and have a leaning toward historical fiction or non
fiction then this book is for you. The events it describes and the risks people took to remain
true to themselves and their beliefs are incredible. Despite the subject matter I enjoyed the
book and following a journey.”

pems-integ-tests, “Beautifully written, deservedly acclaimed by Maria Vargas Llosa. For me this
book was absolutely riveting. I have read other books in the past relating to the Spanish
Inquisition but had never realised that it spread so far into South America or that the Jewish
people in particular were so relentlessly pursued. (yet again! )I found it deeply distressing at
times and angered on behalf of endlessly persecuted people whose only fault was that their
religious/cultural beliefs were not acceptable to the sadists who drove the excesses of the
inquisition. I would highly recommend this book and would read it again in the future. 'Lest we
forget'”

The book by Marcos Aguinis has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 204 people have provided feedback.
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